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Abstract
A lecture on Energy Problem is presented which is given to the students
majoring non-scientific courses for a period of one semester. The contents of the
lecture are ; 1. definition of energy and conservation of energy, 2. irreversible process
and entropy, 3. conservation of energy and consumption of energy, 4. energy
transformation, 5. energy of nuclear fission, 6. energy of nuclear fusion. Relating
to the second law of thermodynamics, entropy is introduced as a measure of randomness
and energy is divided into two categories ; one is effective energy and the other is
ineffective energy. The effective energy is the one with zero entropy and the ineffective
one is with high entropy. In the lecture much emphasis is put on an idea that from
the thermodynamical point of view, consumption of energy does not result in dissipation
of energy but results in energy transformation from the effective energy to the
ineffective one, in other words, it results in an increase in waste energy which will


































































































































































































熱 バラ ンス (kcal/ cnr y)
∴ ン トU 1' --減少
ca l/ K cirr y)
大気上空 太陽入射光256 = 反射88 + 熱放射 168
- Q




T 2= 250 K





地 表 吸収 熱 112 = 熱放射40+ 残留熱 Q 72









































































10)槌田敦:核融合発電の限界と資源物理学, p. 938,日本物理学会誌,第31巻, 1976.
